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A TOTALLY REAL SURFACE IN CP2

THAT IS NOT TOTALLY GEODESIC

GERALD D. LUDDEN, 1 MASAFUMI OKUMURA AND KENTARO YANO

ABSTRACT.   An example of a totally real surface immersed in complex

projective space is given.   This surface is not totally geodesic.  The relation

of this example to previous theorems on totally real submanifolds is given.

1. Introduction. Let CPm denote ra-dimensional complex projective space,

normalized so that CPm is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature 4. Let

/  denote the almost complex structure of  CPm.  A submanifold  M immersed

in  CPm is said to be totally real if  Mx O JM   = \0\ for all  x in   M,  where M

denotes the tangent space to  M  at  x.   There have recently been several pa-

pers concerned with totally real submanifolds of complex manifolds (see [l],

[2],i [4], [8])»   In particular, Chen and Ogiue [2] have proved

Theorem 1.   Let M be a compact n-dimensional manifold isometrically

immersed in  CP"  as a minimal, totally real submanifold.   If ||ff||    <

(ra + l)/(2 — l/ra),   then M  is totally geodesic.   Here a   is the second funda-

mental form of the immersion.

The purpose of this paper is to show that there exist submanifolds of CP"

for which the above inequality becomes equality and to determine such sub-

manifolds.  The existence of such submanifolds relies on the examples of min-

imal submanifolds  of  spheres  given  in Chern-do Carmo-Kobayashi [3].

2. An example of a totally real submanifold.  Let S&(r) denote the Euclid-

ean  sphere of dimension  p and radius   r.  We denote   Sp(l) by just  S&.  It is

now well known that  S  m +    is a principal circle bundle over  CPm  [7J.   This

is the Hopf fibration.   If we consider  S  m       as a hypersurface of the Euclid-

ean  space   E  m+2  equipped with its natural Kaehler structure   /,  then  cf -

JN,  where   N is the outward unit normal to  S m     ,   is a unit tangent vector

field on  S m       whose integral curves are great circles.  These great circles

are the fibres of the Hopf fibration.  Let  rf: S  rn+   —» CPm denote the submer-

sion of this fibration.

Let   Kj, R„, R,   denote 3 copies of the Euclidean plane   E     and  S     S

S    denote the sphere  S il/\J 3)  in each  of these planes, respectively.  Then,
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as mentioned in [3], SxSxS    is naturally immersed in  S    as a minimal

submanifold.  Of course,  S   x S2 x S    is a flat manifold and if a is the sec-

ond fundamental form of the immersion, it can be checked that (see [3]) ||ct||

= 6.   If  N    denotes the unit outward normal on  S   (a = 1, 2, 3),  then  N =

(Nj, N2, N,) is the outward normal to S    at a point of SjXS2x S    and it is

easy to see that  f = JN is tangent to  Sj x^2 x S    at this point.  Here  /   is

the natural almost complex structure on  E  .  Since each of the factors  S

S2, S    can be assumed to lie in complex subspaces of E  ,  just as in [5J,

there is a submanifold   T    of  CP    and a submersion  77 : S   x S   x S    —> T

such that the following diagram is commutative

Sj x S   x S -► S5

TT TT

i

T2-► CP2

It is also shown in [5] that t  is a minimal immersion.

Let (4>, r), <f)  denote the almost contact structure on S    induced from  /.

Then

<t>(J(Nv 0, 0)) = J2(NV 0, 0) - r](J(Nl, 0, 0))N

= -(Nv 0, 0)-ri(J(Nv 0, 0))/V,

which is normal to S{x S2x S^. Similarly 4>(J(0, N 2, 0))  and 0(7(0, 0, .V3»

are normal to  SjX^x Sy  However,  \J(Np 0, 0), /(0, Nv 6), J(0, 0, NJ]

forms a basis of tangent vectors to  S^x S   x S      We say S   x S   x S    is an

anti-invariant (under q>)  submanifold of S5. It can now be easily checked that

T    is a totally real submanifold of  CP    (see [6] for the local basis of all four

manifolds that shows this).  Since   T    is totally real, formula (4.6) of [7] be-

comes   ||ct||    = ||a ||    + 2 • 2,  where o  is the second fundamental form of the

immersion i .  Thus,   T    is a compact, minimal, totally real surface immersed

in  CP    with   ||a ||    = 2.  But this is precisely the case of equality in the theo-

rem of Chen and Ogiue for  n - 2.

Remark.  Let  Z    be the complex coordinates of  R    (a - 1, 2, 3).   Then

S5 = \(ZV Z2, Z3)| IZJ2 = \Z2\2 + |Z3|2 = liand5lXS2x 5? = \(ZV Z2, Zj\

|Zj|      =   |Z2|    = |Z3|2 = 1/31-   Basically  <7   and ?7  are defined by the identi-

fication (Zp Z2, Z}) ^ (Z1/Z., Z2/Z3).   Then  \ZX/ZS2 = \Z2/ZJ2 = 1  for

(Zx> Z2, Z3)  in $x x S2 x S3  so  T2 = S1 x 51.

3.  Main theorems.   Let  M be an 7z-dimensional totally real, minimal sub-

manifold of  CP71.  We choose a local field of orthonormal frames   e      ... , e.,
I' '     2n

in CP" such that, restricted to M, the vectors e v . . . , e are tangent to M

and cu , .. . , co n is the field of dual frames. Then we have dco = —Z.cOr, A <y ,

"B + co^ = 0 (A, B = 1, -, 277),   from the structure equations of  CP".  Restrict-
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ed to  M,  we have  co" + 1 = •■• = co2" = 0.  Thus,   0 = dcoa = -IU. A co',  and so

by Cartan's lemma we have

(1) aS-aEV'-       *t-*S'
where   z, /',...= 1, ..., ra and  a, /3, . . . = ra + 1, ... , 2ra.  Also  d<ol =

-1co\ Aw7, cu!+6j;!=0.  Since  M is minimal,  S />a. = 0 for all  a.  Also, if
iii ' it '

o is the second fundamental form of the immersion, then   ||o" ||    = S(Aa.)   .  Let

A    denote the matrix formed from  h.. and  trA    denote the trace of A     Then,
CL i i CL a. »

by [2, Proposition 3.5],  we have

(2) '^Allo-U2 - ||W||2 +Z^AaAp ~ V")2 "^(tr A-V2 + {n + l)|iff H2'

where  A is the Laplacian operator and V    is covariant differentiation in (tan-

gent bundle) © (normal bundle).

We have the following lemma from [3].

Lemma 1. Let A and B be symmetric in x n)-matrices. Then—triAB — BA)

< 2 tr A trB , and the equality holds for nonzero matrices A and B if and

only if A and B can be transformed simultaneously by an orthogonal matrix

into scalar multiples of A  and B  respectively, where

/° '    o\ /'   °   o\
~     /   1    0 \^|0-1 \

"\°T°/B~\°T°)'
Moreover, if A     A   , A     are  in x n)-symmetric matrices, and if

-UAaAb- AbAa)2 = 2 trA2tr2, 1 < a, b < 3,

then at least one of the matrices  A     must be zero.

Applying the inequality in the lemma to (2), we have

MA|H|2>||V'o-||2-2   X"Aa2tr^-Z(trAaA/3)2+(ra+l)||a||2

(3) ^
= ||y'a || 2 + (ra + l)||a || 2 - (2 - l/ra)||a || 4 + rin - l)to\ - a?),

where   no l = Str A a, nin — l)o 2 = 2 Sa<otr Aa tr A a  and  n in — l)(a} - o2) -

Sa<o(tr A2 - tr^J)2.  Using the inequality in Theorem 1 and Hopf's Lemma,

it is now easy to see the proof of Theorem 1.  Assume now that  ||cr||    =

(ra +  l)/(2 - 1/n).   Then  A||rj||2 = 0,  and so by (3) we have

(4) -ti<AaAg-Ag/.a)2 = 2 trA2 trA2,      „ + 1 < a 4 B < 2n,
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(5) !|V'a||2 = 0,

and

(6) trA^trAJ,        n + 1 < a 4 B < 2n.

By Lemma 1, (4) implies that at most two of the  Aa's are nonzero.  However,

by (6), if one Aa is zero then all the Aa are zero and a = 0, which is not the

case.  Thus  n<2.  If  n = 1  then  M is just a real curve in  CP    and totally

real is no restriction.  Thus, we will assume  n = 2  and by Lemma 1 we have

and, by (5), we see that A and p are constants. By (6) we have X = p , and

since ||a|| = 2, we have X + p = 1 so that X = Vi and we may assume that

-A = 2jt= LA/2.

Now co.  =£73.0)' so that
7 7J

^ = £>3j V = Aw2,     <o\ = y\h\ .co> = Atu1,

wl = Z^l,"' = f"1'     w2 = Z^y^' = ~'x,ij2-

If we differentiate (1) and use (5), we obtain (see [3D

Setting  ct= 3 and  i=j= 1, this becomes

0 = -2>i>{ - Z*n wi+ Z*fi w;s = -M - *»? + H-

That is OK = 2X/pcol. From formula (3.5) of L2] we see that M is a flat mani-

fold.  Putting this all together we have

Theorem 2.   Let  M  be an n-dimensional (n > 1),   minimal, totally real

submanifold of CP" satisfying  ||o-||    = (72 + l)/(2 — I/72).   Then n - 2  and,

with respect to an adapted dual orthonormal frame field co , co , co , co ,   the

connection form (&>_)  of CP    restricted to M  is given by

(0 col ~Xai2 ~^l\

-co\ 0 -Xco1       pco2    1                                 j

Xco2 Xco1        0          2co\   J '                         V2

jMCj1 -pco2 -2co\        0    /

Therefore such a submanifold is locally unique.  Thus, we have

Theorem 3.  // M  is a compact n-dimensional (n > 1),   minimal, totally

real submanifold of CP" satisfying  \\a\\2 = (n + l)/(2 - 1/n),   then n = 2  and

M= S1 xSl.
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